Using a tensor product of a local exponential frame vector as the time-frequency atom (a drumbeat) and a local cosine basis function as the space-wavenumber atom (a beamlet), we construct a localized ( t ω − , x ξ − ) atom (a drumbeatbeamlet). The imaging condition in the local t ω − domain is introduced and the propagator matrix in the local
Introduction
To overcome the fundamental limitation of global wave propagators, such as the f-x domain finite difference method, Fourier-finite difference method and generalized screen propagators, in strong-contrast heterogeneous media, efforts have been made to develop wavefield decomposition and extrapolation methods with localization in both space and direction. Localized wave propagators can be easily tailored for local heterogeneities and to specific directions (Steinberg, 1993; Steinberg and McCoy, 1993; Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen, 2002; Chen et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008) . However, these local propagators have only space-direction localization, but without timefrequency localization. Recently curvelet transform (Candès & Donoho., 2002; , which is a complete space-time localization, has been applied to wave propagation and seismic imaging using a map migration method (Douma & De Hoop, 2007; Chauris & Nguyen, 2008) . In these methods, high-frequency asymptotic approximation was invoked to propagate the curvelets in smoothly inhomogeneous media. For complicated structures with high-contrast inclusions, such as those involved with salt domes, high-frequency asymptotic methods have very limited success. In this paper, we apply a multi-dimensional local harmonic transform to wavefield on a surface, such as on the recording surface of data acquisition or on the transversal plane of one-way wave propagation. Specifically, we apply the x ξ − localization using the local cosine basis (LCB) (Coifman and Meyer, 1991) , where x and ξ are the position and wavenumber for the 2D wave propagation case, or 2-D vectors for the 3D wave propagation case, and the t ω − localization using the local exponential tight frame (Auscher, 1994; Wu and Mao, 2007; Mao etal., 2007) . Unlike the curvelet transform, here the t ω − localization is treated separately and differently from the x ξ − localization. These two sets of coefficient are not totally independent parameters, but related by the dispersion relation. This is an important feature of our treatment for wavefield decomposition and propagation.
First we discuss the time-frequency analysis and introduce the imaging condition in the localized t ω − domain. Then we discuss the wavefield decomposition using localized 
and the frame coefficients of a function f(t) can be calculated by projection
where ( ) w t is a smooth window function. In GaborDaubechies frame, Gaussian window is used as ( ) w t ; in the local exponential frame (LEF), ( ) w t is defined as a smooth bell function. The frame vector can be also defined in the frequency domain: 
with ( ) w t as the dual window function. In (4), we write the frame decomposition coefficients in different forms:
It has been proved that the dual frame vector is also a windowed Fourier frame vector. That means that the dual frame vectors are time and frequency translations with a new window. In the case of the dual frame equal to the original frame, the frame is then called tight frame.
The summation in (4) can be also written into summing over discrete t and ω in the form
In the following, we will use this form for the decomposition of wavefield from either the source or receiver side.
In a similar way, we can decompose a function in the frequency domain into the local Fourier domain:
A localized decomposition atom such as in (1) can be used in the decomposition either along the time-axis, or spatial axes. When it is used for space-wavenumber decomposition, it was called "beamlet" (Mosher et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2006) , representing a phase-space beam localized in both space and direction. When it is used for time-frequency decomposition, we call the atom "drumbeat" (to distinguish from the spacewavenumber decomposition), resembling a harmonic sound wavepacket with smooth envelope. These terms are more physical, rather than rigorously defined mathematical objects. The decomposition atom can be any kinds of elementary function, such as in the wavelet transform with smooth bases, Gabor frame decomposition, local exponential frame decomposition, or multi-scale decomposition. The atoms need to have some "nice" property, such as finite energy, well-localized in both the time and frequency domains, sparse representation of wavefield.
Imaging condition for drumbeat coefficients (in wavelet domain)
The t-x domain imaging condition is simulates the backpropagation process with limited aperture. The integration on frequency is from the imaging principle (Claerbout, 1985) which states that the downward extrapolated source field and the scattered field will meet at zero time at the scattering points. In (8) , we used the shotreceiver coordinates and the cross-correlation imaging condition. However, the formulation can be easily extended to other coordinate systems such as the midpoint-offset coordinates.
Substituting both the source and scattered wavefield decompositions into the image condition, we have We see that the cross correlation between the phase-shifted incident drumbeat coefficients and the outgoing (scattered) drumbeat coefficients are weighted by a factor ( ) 
for different cross-correlation terms between different time and frequency windows.
Drumbeat-beamlet (Dreamlet) decomposition of wavefield
A wavefield in the time-space domain or in the frequencywavenumber domain can be decomposed into a representation in phase space of time-frequency-spacewavenumber. We call the time-frequency atom "drumbeat", and the space-wavenumber atom "beamlet". We will use the tensor product of drumbeat and beamlet as the t f x ξ − − − atom, and call it drumbeat-beamlet (dreamlet):
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is the dual beamlet vector. In the case of tight frame of orthonormal basis, the dual atoms are the same as the original vectors. A wavefield can be represented as superposition of the phase space atoms (dreamlets)
( ) ( )
In the dreamlet decomposition, we can also explore the multi-scale nature of the multi-frequency wavefield. We keep the window-length/wavelength ratio fixed (such as 2 L λ = ) for each frequency, and use the dyadic bandfiltering along the ω -axis, resulting in a multi-scale dreamlet decomposition. Since the wave packet will keep the same shape for different scales, we can call the multiscale (MS) dreamlets as "self-similar" dreamlets. We applied the self-similar dreamlet decomposition to the synthetic poststack data set of SEG-EAGE 2-D salt model. Figure 1 shows the comparison of compression ratios by different decomposition methods under different thresholds. We see that the beamlet decomposition is the least efficient one, since there is no t ω − localization along the ω -axis. The self-similar dreamlet decomposition can outperform the curvelet decomposition especially for high compression ratios. This may be due to the fact that the dreamlet decomposition takes the nature of wave into consideration and does not treat the seismograms simply as pictures.
Evolution of dreamlets and wave propagation in the dreamlet domain
The evolution of dreamlets must observe the wave equation. After propagation, a dreamlet is no longer a dreamlet, and is spreading into other cells in the localized phase-space. Assuming a wave propagator, here a one-way wave propagator, P , is applied to a dreamlet, the redecomposition of the distorted dreamlet into new dreamlets forms the propagator matrix elements:
where f g stands for the inner product of f and g. As in the case of beamlet propagator (e.g. Wu et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008) , a dreamlet propagator can be derived by the local perturbation theory. The use of local background velocities and local perturbations results in a two-scale decomposition of beamlet propagators: a background propagator for large-scale structures and a local phase-screen correction for small-scale local perturbations. The perturbation operator for the drumbeat propagator will be similar to the case of beamlet propagator. Here we show only the derivation of the background propagator. 
is the vertical wavenumber and p is the horizontal slowness.
Substitute the drumbeat and beamlet atoms into the equation, resulting in
where
is the beamlet propagator and D=2 for the 2D case, and D=3 for the 3D case. From (3) 
Substitute the drumbeat expressions (3) and (21) into (19) yielding
The integral over ω is a Fourier transform of the crosswindowed frequency-domain beamlet propagator.
Numerical tests of the new propagator
In order to show the sparseness of dreamlet propagators, in On the left is the dreamlet spreading function; on the right, the beamlet spreading. Since the ω -axis is not localized in the case of beamlet decomposition, the coefficient distribution is rather uniform. In contrast, the dreamlet propagator is sparsely distributed because of the wave propagation nature in the ( t ω − , x ξ − ) domain. Figure 3 shows the Snapshots of a single dreamlet propagation. Because of the symmetrical property of localcosine basis, the dreamlet has two symmetric lobes of packets. On the left shows a oblique dreamlet, and on the right, a near-vertically propagated dreamlet. In comparison, we show the beamlet propagation in Figure 4 . The nature of dreamlet in the ( , ; , ) t x ω ξ domain can be seen clearly from these snapshots. 
Conclusion
Using a tensor product of a local exponential frame vector as the time-frequency atom (a drumbeat) and a local cosine basis function as the space-wavenumber atom (a beamlet), we construct a localized ( t ω − , x ξ − ) atom (a drumbeatbeamlet). The imaging condition in the local t ω − domain is introduced and the propagator matrix in the local ( t ω − , x ξ − ) domain is derived. The decomposition of wavefield and the construction of the propagator matrix have taken the nature of wavefield, i.e. the dispersion relation, into account. The method has potential applications in efficient representation of seismic data and wave-theory based seismic imaging using compressed data.
